TENTATIVE PROGRAM

Wednesday, May 13 – Sunday, May 17
CONTACT PEOPLE

Your Development and Public Affairs Division liaisons are at your assistance

**Australia, Canada and Pacific**
Gill Rosner – gillr@tauex.tau.ac.il

**French Speaking Countries and Italy**
Ilana Papo – ilanapen@tauex.tau.ac.il

**German Speaking Countries and the Netherlands**
Ilanit Kessel – ilanitk@tauex.tau.ac.il

**Israeli Friends of Tel Aviv University**
Noga Jonas – nogajonas@tauex.tau.ac.il

**Latin America, Spain and Portugal**
Marianne Cucher Feller –ucher@tauex.tau.ac.il

**Russian Speaking Countries**
Haim Ben Yakov – haimby@tauex.tau.ac.il

**UK**
Ayana Segal Cohen – ayanac@tauex.tau.ac.il

**USA**
Inbal Kohali – inbalko@tauex.tau.ac.il

**Director of Community Relations and Special Projects**
Anat Halevy – anath@tauex.tau.ac.il

**Board of Governors Liaison**
Lorna Cymet – lorna@tauex.tau.ac.il

**Board of Governors Coordinator**
Alona Eshel Biran – alona1971@tauex.tau.ac.il

**Board of Governors Hospitality Desk on campus**
Laura Schwarz-Kipp Rotunda
George S. Wise Senate Building
Tel Aviv University campus
Tel : 972-3-640-7675  |  +972-3-640-7676  |  +972-3-640-7677

**Board of Governors Hospitality Desk at the Hilton Tel Aviv Hotel**
Official hotel of the 2019 Board of Governors
205 Hayarkon St., Independence Park, Tel Aviv 6340506
Tel: +972-3-520-2097 / 2098

All Board of Governors events are held in English unless otherwise indicated.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 13

Finance Committee

Funds and Trusts Committee

Presidents of Friends Associations Leadership Meeting
By invitation only

TAU Global Campaign Cabinet Meeting
By invitation only

Student Affairs Committee

Campus Development and Maintenance Committee

President’s Circle Dinner
By invitation only

THURSDAY, MAY 14

First Assembly of the Board of Governors
Chair: Prof. Jacob A. Frenkel, Chairman of the Board of Governors

Symposium
Chair: Prof. Yaron Oz, Rector

Welcome Lunch
By invitation only

Inauguration ceremony

Inauguration ceremony

HONORARY DEGREES CONFERMENT CEREMONY
DOCTOR PHILOSOPHIAE HONORIS CAUSA
FRIDAY, MAY 15

Inauguration ceremony

Inauguration ceremony

The Frenkel-Zuckerman Institute for Global Economics: Annual Geopolitical Economic Symposium
Moderator: Prof. Jacob A. Frenkel, Chairman, TAU Board of Governors, Former Governor of the Bank of Israel

Lunch
By invitation only

Awarding of the Hugo Ramniceanu Prize in Economics for 2020

Awarding of the Hugo Ramniceanu Scholarship in Economics for 2020

Shabbat Dinner
By invitation only
For overseas guests only

SATURDAY, MAY 16

Celebrate TAU-style!
SUNDAY, MAY 17

Second Assembly of the Board of Governors Part I
Kadar Family Award for Outstanding Research
Presentations by the 2019 Recipients
Chair: Prof. Yoav Henis, Vice President for Research and Development

Second Assembly of the Board of Governors Part II
Chair: Prof. Jacob A. Frenkel, Chairman of the Board of Governors

Lunch
By invitation only

Annual John Gandel Symposium on the Middle East
Moderator: Prof. Jacob A. Frenkel, Chairman of the Board of Governors

Inauguration

THE 2020 DAN DAVID PRIZE RECEPTION AND AWARD CEREMONY

MONDAY, MAY 18

Exclusive Tour
By invitation only